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Numbers at a glance
Number of communications received every week:

1,000-1,500

Constituency cases handled:

650

Constituency events attended:

76

Surgeries:

26

Breakdown of constituency cases:
Health & Social Care 16%
Other 14%

Crime & Justice 3%
Rural Payments 2%

Education 13%

Highways 8%

Army Issues 6%

Housing 14%

Immigration 9%
Benefits, Pension & Welfare 17%

Letter from
Jesse Norman MP

Dear Reader
“Government of the people, by the people, for the
people, still remains the sovereign definition of
democracy.”
These are the words of Winston Churchill. They deliberately echo
those of another great political hero, Abraham Lincoln, in his immortal
Gettysburg address. At the risk of being pompous: they sum up the 		
ideal of public service for which I entered political life.
This Annual Report is a small local step towards that democratic goal.
Members of Parliament are public servants, accountable to the people.
They are under an obligation to explain what they have been doing,
what they stand for, and why. This report tries to do that, for my first
year as an MP, May 2010 to May 2011. It is a first shot at something
that I hope will grow and improve with time. I plan to do the same
thing for every year that I hold elected office.

First Impressions
It has been an extraordinary privilege for me to enter Parliament,
to see the crucible of the nation’s political conversation at
close hand, and to work in the shadows of great statesmen
from across the centuries. My overwhelming feeling has been
one of responsibility, and all the more so with a new coalition
government trying to control a serious economic crisis.
Life as an MP reminds me of when I used to run a small

up in the House of Commons whenever I can for the

educational charity twenty-odd years ago. There is

people of Hereford and South Herefordshire. Prime

never a moment when you do not feel the pressure of

Minister’s Questions are especially memorable.

work, and never enough time to do it all. Like many

PMQs I have been able to question the Deputy PM

MPs I get over a thousand communications a week,

about fairer funding for our schools, and the Prime

creating a huge flow of correspondence, meetings

Minister himself about the Private Finance Initiative,

and casework for my staff. They are mainly based in

which costs Hereford Hospital a huge amount and

Penn House in Broad Street, Hereford so as to be as

keeps car parking fees so high.

accessible to constituents as they can be.

At

Another memorable moment was when I was grilled

Our philosophy is wherever possible not to move paper

about the arts on Newsnight by Jeremy Paxman in

on, but to solve problems for local people. This is not

April 2011. Paxman himself was very friendly before

an easy task, given the thicket of regulation and lack

the cameras started to roll. Once we were live on-air,

of common sense, transparency and accountability

though, his eyebrows shot up and he started to cross-

that exist at the moment in many parts of central and

examine me on why the state should be funding arts

local government.

organisations at all. I returned fire by pointing out the

But where we do succeed, it is profoundly rewarding.

outstanding work of local arts groups in Herefordshire
in reaching out to people and kindling human capability.

I made my maiden speech in Parliament in June

I was just starting to question Paxo in turn on a very

2010, and raised a few eyebrows when I quoted Mark

silly remark he had made when they cut away to a

Twain with a thick American accent—you don’t get

film clip… and never returned to the conversation.

many foreign accents in the chamber of the House

They said a scheduling error meant they had run out

of Commons! But it seemed to go down pretty well,

of time, but it was all a little too convenient! Still, what

and is now up on YouTube. Since then I have spoken

an experience.

On BBC Newsnight with Jeremy Paxman in April 2011

“where we do succeed,
it is profoundly rewarding.”

Local Champion
My approach is a simple one: be positive, be effective and be
local. Take a county-wide view, covering Hereford itself and our
market towns and villages. Listen to people. And get everyone
involved who wants to lend a hand.
Herefordshire is a small county, with so much going
for it and massive future potential. We need to lift
local wages, get a fairer deal from Whitehall and
build up our national profile, all the while keeping the
landscape, the talent and the local culture that make

Highlights of 2010-11 include:
•

this county so special. It will take at least a decade of
hard work to start to realise that potential. All available

Repeal of the last Government’s
proposed Cider Tax, in the June 2010
Budget

•

I said before the 2010 election that I would seek to be

Winning one of the new Government’s
four superfast rural broadband pilot
schemes, following my Broadband
Summit in July 2010. This has the

a strong local champion, to fight for a fair deal and to

potential to transform rural life in South

stand up for the people of Herefordshire. These will

Herefordshire. Roll-out is planned for early 2012.

always be my priorities.

A second phase bid has also been submitted by

Some key highlights of the past year are listed

the Council for North Herefordshire in

opposite.

conjunction with Bill Wiggin MP

talents will be needed to make it happen, regardless
of political party or affiliation.

Other important developments for the

county include the recent announcements of a further
£2.4 million in funding to repair potholes, and of the

•

Helping to save Pontrilas Post Office
from closure. This involved detailed lobbying

Ministry of Justice’s decision to fund a new rape crisis

of the Post Office, of its parent company Royal

centre in Hereford.

Mail, and of the Minister, whom I persuaded to
take a personal interest in the issue

“…to fight for a fair
deal and to stand
up for the people of
Herefordshire.”

•

Fighting off a 15 metre phone mast
application in Ross-on-Wye, in an
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.
This was the culmination of a two-year campaign
in collaboration with local councillors and
residents.

I have also lobbied the Pensions Minister on behalf

Furthermore, the highlights opposite are simply some

of pensioners at Special Metals; the Minister for

of the visible outcomes. Underlying them is a huge

Sustainable Transport on rural transport; the Minister

programme of continuous lobbying and persuasion,

for Agriculture and Food on bovine TB and the

making the case to central government for fairer

Rural Payments Agency; the Schools Minister on

funding of our schools, hospitals, transport and

fairer funding for our schools; the Secretary of State

council services, among other things.

for Education on Hereford Sixth Form College; the
Minister of State at the Department of Energy and
Climate Change on feed-in tariffs; the Secretary of
State for Health on fairer funding for healthcare in
Herefordshire; and the Hospitals Minister on car
parking charges at Hereford Hospital.

It is also important for the MP to make the case to
local government. I have held extensive discussions
over the past year with council officers to promote my
vision of a more prosperous and sustainable county.
I have pushed the council hard for redevelopment
plans to cover the whole city, not just the Edgar Street
area, and for a more local, longer-term, and higher

These actions are a very small portion of a much larger

value approach to city development. I have tried to

picture. It is important to say that they are almost

shape the council’s thinking on broadband delivery

always team efforts, involving local councillors, council

and on the future of the Music Service; and I have

officers and especially my colleague Bill Wiggin MP in

continued to promote the cause of higher education

North Herefordshire.

in the county.

Campaigning to keep local Post Offices open

Constituency MP
As well as lobbying government, an MP’s job involves helping
where possible to solve the 1,001 problems that afflict local
people in dealing with the public services. Over the past year
these have included everything from sorting out unpaid benefit
and single farm payment claims, to lobbying for the release of
a local man wrongly detained in Afghanistan.
Invariably these are private matters, and so do not hit

I often find that local people are unaware of how an

the headlines. For that reason it is not appropriate

MP has to spend their time. I and my colleagues are

to discuss them here. But my office of three part-

normally obliged to be in Parliament for four days a week

time staff in Hereford (all we can afford under our

during the parliamentary term, Monday to Thursday,

parliamentary budget) is kept flat-out busy by the

available to debate and vote on legislation. During

flow of casework. Since the election I have been

this time I normally do not leave Parliament before

staggered by the tsunami of paper which I and other

10.30 at night. Sundays are family days, leaving me

MPs receive every week. This averages between

Fridays and much of Saturday for constituency work.

1,000 and 1,500 communications. Much of this is the

The parliamentary recess is not holiday, but time to

normal flow from lobbyists and interest groups; much

catch up with local organisations and issues, and to

of it comprises standard form letters whipped up by

deal with the huge backlog of letters and reading that

various campaigns, especially online. But quite a lot

builds up during the parliamentary term. I have taken

comes from constituents who are in real difficulty over

no foreign parliamentary trips in 2010-11.

some issue, and need my help. They are the number
one priority.
To help with this, I run advice surgeries 2-3 times a
month around the constituency. For best use of time,
these are held by appointment and focus on specific
casework. However, I also plan to roll out a series of
Saturday morning drop-in surgeries after May 2011,
at which any member of the public can come by and
see me without appointment.

Those in real
difficulty are the
number one priority

“I just want to take this opportunity to say thank you for working on
my behalf. I cannot tell you how much this support means to me.”
JJ, Hereford
“I wish to express my heartfelt gratitude for the way you have dealt
with my problem and brought it to a very satisfactory conclusion.
Your efforts and manner in which you have dealt with me have been
greatly appreciated.”
EP, Moccas

June 2010 Jesse judges three-legged
race bid for Guinness book of records at
Much Birch School

May 2010 Jesse sworn in as MP for
Hereford and South Herefordshire

July
on H

September 2010 Jesse honoured to r
Whitchurch Clock Tower in South Here

July 2010 Jesse highlights river safety with Fire and Rescue Service

December 2010 Launch of The Big Society
at The Map Centre in Hereford and the
Royal Society for the Arts

January 2011 Jesse highlights plight of
Wiggin pensioners

April 2011 Jesse demands
full public explanation for
Hereford United points
deduction

April 2011 Highways Agency criticised over
failure on A49

April 2011 Jesse brewin
up a storm at Hereford B

y 2010 Jesse leads Commons debate
Hereford Hospital car parking charges

July 2010 Broadband Summit in Hereford

re-open
efordshire

October 2010 Jesse fights to save
Pontrilas Post Office Victory!

November 2010 Jesse highlights growing
problem of sheltered housing in House of
Commons debate

February 2011 Jesse congratulates Ross Rowing Club
on continued success

ng
Brewery

March 2011 Jesse slams tax chiefs over
penalties for small business

April 2011 Jesse lends a hand with
Ross Cricket Force

April 2011 Jesse pushes for lower duty for
local pubs with Chancellor of the Exchequer

Influencing the National Agenda
Herefordshire is not an island, and the people of this county
are not simply Herefordians, but citizens of the UK. So I have
tried to play a role in influencing wider national issues, especially
where they affect us.
In Parliament, I was honoured to be elected by

things. I have also persuaded the Chancellor of the

my fellow-MPs last year onto the Treasury Select

Exchequer to look at possible schemes for rebalancing

Committee.

Historically, this has been one of the

the duty on beer away from pubs and towards

most important committees in Parliament, because

supermarkets—this would help to support local pubs

it scrutinises the Treasury, and so the taxing and

and protect villages and communities, while slowing

spending of public money. Over the next five years

the spread of unsupervised drinking.

this role will be especially important, because the
UK is in a huge financial mess, and a new and far
more effective system of regulation and supervision
of the banking system is required. These matters in
turn raise a huge range of further issues, from the
availability of credit for small businesses to (lack of)
competition in the City of London, to how to restrain
bank remuneration.

Alongside this, in July I launched a cross-party
parliamentary campaign for a rebate to the taxpayer
on the Private Finance Initiative (PFI).

More than 70

MPs across all the main political parties have signed
up, including several ministers and Rt Hon Frank Field
MP. We have launched a website www.pfi-rebate.org,
and at my instigation the Treasury Committee is now
conducting an inquiry into the PFI. I also worked with

I have been able to use my position on the Treasury

The Telegraph on a week-long series investigating

Committee to good effect over the year: questioning

different PFI scandals. All details are on the PFI rebate

officials from HM Revenue and Customs on their

website above.

tax settlement with Vodafone and the high penalties
they impose on small businesses; cross-examining
executives of Barclays, RBS, Lloyds and HSBC on
the level of bank bonuses and bank charges; pushing
the Financial Services Authority and the Treasury to
explain their lamentable performance in managing
the financial system during the 2000s, among other

Finally, I am Chair of the All-Party Parliamentary Group
on Employee Ownership. We have held hearings
over the year on the Government’s plans to support
employee ownership and mutuals, and we will publish
a report on this subject before the 2011 summer
recess.

“I have been able to
use my position on
the Treasury Committee
to good effect over
the year”

Public Profile
My goal is to make sure this county’s voice is heard nationally.
I have been lucky to have my campaigns regularly featured
locally in the Hereford Times, Hereford Journal and Ross
Gazette, as well as on BBC Hereford and Worcester.
I also wrote extensively in 2010-11 about matters of public
importance in the national press, including in The Guardian,
The Telegraph, The Mail on Sunday, The Sunday Times, and
The Financial Times.
During the year I appeared on TV on BBC 1, BBC

in 2010-11; including at the Royal Society for the Arts;

News 24, Sky News and Channel 4; and on Radio 4

and the Joseph Rowntree Foundation.

and Radio 5 Live. I was also profiled by Co-operative
News.

Two of the media highlights of the year

were appearing on Any Questions?, and defending
Herefordshire arts organisations against Jeremy
Paxman on Newsnight.
In addition to numerous local events, I have also
spoken at 29 public events outside the constituency

Finally, I have also tried to shape the wider political
debate through the publication of my book The Big
Society in November 2010. This is now in its third
printing, and has been widely and well reviewed. It is
available in local bookshops, and on Amazon.

Voluntary Work
Life as an MP is pretty all-consuming. But as far as I can I have
continued to play a role as volunteer and supporter of voluntary
and charitable work in Herefordshire.
A major project in 2010-11 has been the creation

Trust; Hereford Hospital Radio; Herefordshire Mind;

of a new Community Theatre at the Kindle Centre

Hereford Musical Theatre Company; Herefordshire

in Hereford.

This has been a two-year project to

Riding for the Disabled; Herefordshire Young Farmers,

transform a large but not very functional hall into a

Kindle Community Centre, Hereford; The Music

vibrant new performance space especially aimed at

Pool; No 1, Ledbury Road respite care centre; Ross-

young people.

on-Wye Horticultural Society; St Martin’s Church

I launched a fundraising appeal with a Winter Supper
in November 2009, which raised £11,000. Further
generous gifts were made by the Beaumont Trust and
the Getty Foundation. As a result Phase One was
completed this year, with the installation of a new
acoustic ceiling and curtains. Phase Two is now close

Roof Appeal; St Mary’s Church, Ross-on-Wye; Visit
Herefordshire; Westfields Football Club. Other local
organisations which I support include Barrs Court
School, Blackmarston school, Close House, Friends
of Ross Hospital, North Tupsley Action Group and
Open Door.

to completion thanks to very kind gifts from the John

All my earnings over the year from any outside work,

Lewis Partnership, and from Bulmers Cider/Heineken,

speaking engagements and journalism are disclosed

and will see the installation of new lighting and sound

publicly, and are given to local charities. In 2010-11

systems. The result will be the first new piece of public

this amounted to £8,562. I have raised an estimated

arts infrastructure in Herefordshire since the recession

further £7,000 over the year from other sources for

struck, and funded entirely by private donations.

the same purpose.

I am involved as Patron, trustee or supporter with
the Hay Festival; Hereford Cathedral; The Courtyard
Theatre; Herefordshire and Gloucestershire Canal

Amount raised by Jesse for local charities in 2010-1:
c. £8,562 personally plus an estimated £7,000 from other donors

“All of my earnings over the year
from any outside work, speaking
engagements and journalism
are disclosed publicly and
are given to local charities”

Thanks
None of this would be possible without the unstinting support
and hard work of a huge number of local people.
It is impossible to list all of them here, but I would especially like to record my huge thanks to my wife Kate
and our family; to my staff in Hereford and Westminster; to my volunteers and supporters; to local councillors;
to the many officials at Herefordshire Council who have helped with local casework; and to my colleague
Bill Wiggin MP. I would also like to thank local firms The Naked Creative and ABC Print for their help and
support with this Annual Report.

Financial report for 2010-11
Staffing:
Budget:
Total Used:

Administration:
£100,419.00
£79,845.67

Personal Accommodation:
Budget:
Total Used:

£18,241.67
£0.00

Constituency Office:
Office Rental:
£6,626.23
Office Bills:
£2,110.50
Hire of Surgery Venues:
£40.00
Budget:
Total Used:

£9,774.42
£8,412.73

Stationery:
Computer Equipment:
Office Furniture:
Other:

£3,693.00
£1,762.74
£3,480.96
£585.21

Budget:
Total Used:

£9,527.83
£9,521.91

About Jesse
Jesse Norman is the MP for Hereford and South
Herefordshire, a member of the Treasury Select
Committee and Chair of the All-Party Parliamentary
Group on Employee Ownership. He has been married
to Kate since 1992, and they have three children. He
has a BA from Oxford University, and an MPhil and PhD
from University College London. He worked for twenty
years in business, finance, the charitable sector and as
an academic before entering politics.
A lifelong volunteer, Jesse is a patron or trustee of
numerous Herefordshire voluntary organisations. He
appears regularly in the local and national media, and
is an experienced journalist. He has also written several
books, including the widely praised The Big Society.
He is an enthusiastic if only semi-competent musician.

If you have enjoyed this report and would like
to help Jesse in building a local network
of volunteers who can pool their experience
for the benefit of the community
please write to him at:
Suite 3, Penn House, Broad Street,
Hereford HR4 9AP

This report was paid for by local donations and produced at no cost to the taxpayer.

